
The TECH IV faucet is an industrial faucet with 
dimensions adapted to all cusines, and perfect 
ergonomics. It will fit easily into your decor while 
bringing you the practical benefits of industrial 
faucets. Its maintenance is extraordinarily easy: you 
can even wash the spring in the dishwasher!can even wash the spring in the dishwasher!can even wash the spring in the dishwasher!can even wash the spring in the dishwasher!

TECH IV



Easy installation
Very sturdy installation with three-

points tightening using only 3 screws

Smart 
handle design

Rotates only 15° 
to avoid knocking 

the backsplash

“Cool start”
Opens on cold water 

when the handle is 
in upward position

Quality cartridge
European high durability 
ceramic cartridge

360° swivel spout
Easy to position and allows to reach 
every corners of the sink and can be 
blocked in your preferred position

Ergonomical faucet
Convenient to fill 
large pots & tall pitchers

2-function 
detachable spray
High performance 
stream & spray function 
with anti-limestone jets

Ecological
fl ow rate
available

BARiL 
equals 
quality

Durable 
ceramic 
cartridge

Smart
handle 
design

TECH IV
CUI-9181-47L-xx

Industrial style single hole kitchen faucet 
with 2-function spray

Very sturdy installation with three-
points tightening using only 3 screws



Allows to reach all areas of the sink comfortably 
and with ease, so you can fill a pot or wash the 
sink easily. Can be easily blocked in your preferred 
position by using the screw at the back of the arm.

360° Swivel Spout



With the option between a steady aerated stream 
and a powerful spray, every tasks will be flawlessly 
accomplished. Go back between them whitout 
even turning off the water!

Easy to clean, 
anti-limestone 
silicone jets

Stream Spray

Dual Function Sprayhead

Click!

Click!



42°
Volume 
control

ColdHot

The handle only rotates 15° towards the back 
to avoid knocking on the backsplash and to 
allow comfort of use even in minimum space. 

The faucet opens on cold water when the handle 
is in upward position, allowing energy savings 
and avoiding risks of scalding.

Smart Handle Design

15°
75°



Softpex Supply Lines

Corrosion and kink resistant, color 
coded. Swivel connection nuts to water 

inlets to facilitate the installation, and 
avoid twisting of the supply lines.

The installation of a BARiL faucet is 
very sturdy and simple, thanks to 
our threaded nut with easy-to-reach 
screws, even in tight location.

Easy Installation

3-points tightening make 
the installation very sturdy: 
it will not loosen.



Convenient to fill large pots and tall 
pitchers, BARiL faucets are designed to 
fit anywhere, on any sink configurations 
(single bowl, double bowls, etc.).

Faucet height: 19-1/2"

Aerator clearance: 6”

Spout reach: 8-3/4”

Number of hole required: 1

Maximum deck thickness: 2-1/2"

Dimensions:

Ergonomic Faucet

360˚

 

155 mm 
6-1/8"

45 mm 
1-3/4"

222 mm 
8-3/4"

153 mm 
6"

52 mm 
2-1/16"

495 mm 
19-1/2"

Hole Ø: 35 mm  
 1-3/8”


